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Today's market



April 9, 2024 at 1:30 p.m. EDT



Patricia Medina
Market Strategy Analyst


Yesterday was a pretty uninspiring trading session with the big catalysts of the week still ahead of us. As mentioned in the Mid-Day, the S&P 500 pulled back to test its 20d ma during the afternoon which ultimately held, however the index was unable to clear Friday’s high, the second consecutive inside day following the sharp selloff last Thursday. It was another quiet overnight session with minimal US economic data ahead of the open. US markets opened modestly higher but there was some weakness in a couple of the mega-cap tech leadership stocks (NVDA, META) shortly after the open which triggered some additional technical selling as the S&P 500 broke below the 20d (~5,200) and yesterday’s low.  There were also some headlines out of Iran right around that time but I’d note that oil traded lower, so I don’t think this had much of an impact. The S&P 500 traded down ~1% over a thirty-minute window shortly after 10:00 but has been recouping those losses over the last couple of hours. As we head to print, the S&P 500 is down 13pts to 5,190 (-0.2% LOD 5,160), the Dow is down 128pts to 38,765 (-0.3%), while the Russell 2k is up 2pts to 2,076 (+0.1%). Once again there doesn’t seem to be a lot of conviction in the trading ahead of tomorrow’s inflation report.
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It happens @ the NYSE






The NYSE is capitalism at its best, the belief that the free and fair markets offer every individual the chance to benefit from success. We set the standard with our unparalleled trading platform, enabling entrepreneurs, innovators, and investors to raise the capital they need to change the world. We want to share our vision for good governance, transparency, and trust with our listed community, furthering the responsible development of global business. You work too hard to list anywhere else.



Why list on the nyse?



2024 happens here. 

In 2023, the NYSE was home to 2 of the 3 largest IPOs of the year, and a large number of transfers. We look forward to welcoming more leading companies from around the world in 2024, growing our one-of-a-kind community and setting the pace for innovation on a global scale.




Watch Now
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Big personalities happen here.

The NYSE hosts major events across key business topics in our iconic building, and beyond that, we convene a wide range of notable personalities, from superstar athletes to global leaders, from Broadway’s best to icons like Dwayne “the Rock” Johnson.
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Technology happens here.

The NYSE was on the ground in Las Vegas to attend CES 2024. Take a look inside the most powerful tech event in the world. 




Watch Now
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What's next?


The NYSE looks forward to welcoming more leading companies from around the world in 2024, growing our one-of-a-kind community and setting the pace for innovation on a global scale. We’re endlessly inspired by the people behind these companies, check out their stories below and let’s make something happen together.




(ART)ificial Intelligence

The NYSE sent a crew to Madrona’s IA Summit in Seattle, where we had a chance to meet the leaders of exciting companies in AI and ask them to share questions and prompts on a variety of thought-provoking topics. But this isn't just another Q&A series, we took those answers and transformed them into art – using AI, of course.




Learn More
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The Cure(ious) TM

We asked some of the most curious minds in life sciences and healthcare to share thoughts on their careers, the future of health and more. Each participant drew questions and shared their insights, knowledge and some personal fun facts that left us inspired about the future of health and wellness.




Learn More
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The Future in Five

At this year’s Fortune Brainstorm Tech, we asked 20 leaders to take a seat, answer the same five questions and share their thoughts on how the future will — or should — unfold.




Watch now
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DJ White Shadow's Star is Born

When fans tune into the Super Bowl this week, they come for the football, but stay for the ads. Those million-dollar spots are often much more intricate than a nickel defense and require the best in the business to help make them. An artist who regularly gets the call is Paul Blair, a.k.a DJ White Shadow. 




listen Now
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Connect with NYSE

Subscribe to our newsletters and notices to receive the latest updates from NYSE.


Subscribe to NYSE Communications
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